Abstract. Let G be a Lie group, and let D be a discrete subgroup of G such that the right coset space D \G has finite right-invariant volume. We will exhibit an injection of left-invariant means on lx(D) into left-invariant means on the left uniformly continuous bounded functions of G. When G is an abelian Lie group with finitely many connected components, we also show surjectivity, and when G is the additive group R" and D is Z", the bijection will explicitly take the form of an integral over the unit cube [0,1]".
1. Introduction. This paper grew out of an attempt at the still unsolved problem of parametrizing invariant means on /°°(Z), where Z is the discrete additive group of integers. This led to the more general problem of relating left-invariant means on lx(D) and left-invariant means on the left uniformly continuous bounded functions of G (UCB,(G)), where G is a Lie group and D a (not necessarily normal) discrete (hence closed) subgroup, where the coset space G/D (or D\G) is compact. In fact, in §3 it will be shown that if G is a locally compact, second countable topological group (in particular, a Lie group), and the right coset space D\G has right-invariant finite volume, we can construct an injection of left-invariant means (LIM's) on l°°(D) into LIM's on UCB,(G). In §4 we consider the case where G = R" and D = Z" and prove that the injection of §3 from invariant means on /°°(Z) to invariant means on the uniformly continuous bounded functions of R" (UCB(R")) is also surjective, showing that every invariant mean on UCB(R") can be constructed from one on lx(Z") and conversely. Thus, if the parametrization problem for /°°(Z) is solved, the analogous problem for UCB(R) will also be solved.
Using the result of §4, we show, in §5, that there is a bijection between invariant means on l°°(D) and invariant means on UCB(G) when G is an abelian Lie group with finitely many connected components. Finally, in §6 we examine the problem of generalizing the surjectivity proof for R" to the general Lie group.
I am deeply indebted to my dissertation advisor, Professor Leonard L. Scott, Jr., for the many hours he devoted to me in this undertaking and to the referee for arguments used in the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
2. Preliminaries and notation. Let G be a locally compact topological group with fixed left Haar measure. The vector space of equivalence classes of essentially bounded real-valued functions on G is denoted by L^G), and the set of real-valued functions <i> on G for which /c|<#>(g)|^g < oo is denoted Ll(G). For <¡> G Ll(G), define <i>(x) = <i>(x_1). It is easy to see that if /: G -» R is essentially bounded, so are the convolutions <i> * / and / * <i> defined by (*•/)(*)-( f(t-ls)<b(t)dt JG and (/*4>)(s) = / f(t)~4>(t~ls) dt={ f(t)$(s-h) dt. is left [resp., right] uniformly continuous if, given e > 0, there is a neighborhood (7(e) of the identity element of G such that \\x ■ f -f\\x < e [resp., \\f ■ x -f\\K < e] for all x g Í7(e). (Note that Greenleaf's definitions [5, p. 21] are the reverse of the above.) The left and right uniformly continuous bounded functions on G are denoted by, respectively, UCB,(G) and UCBr(G). The set of uniformly continuous bounded functions on G, UCB(G), is defined to be UCB,(G) n UCBr(G). In such a case we say G is amenable.
The following well-known results [5, pp. 24, 27 ] are stated here for later quotations:
Lemma 2.1. 7//gL°°(G) and <J> g P(G), then <í>*/gUCB(G) and /*<í>g UCBr(G). If g G UCBr(G) [ras/;., g g UCB,(G)], then <¡>*g [resp., g*4>] is in UCB(G). Because dim UCB,(G) is infinite, the kernel of each of these invariant means has infinite dimension. The following corollary actually describes the functions contained in the intersection of all these kernels. 
By further restricting the size of U this can be made as small as desired. 
Letting d0d~l = c0, we have d0 = c0d, and as d0 ranges over D, so does c0, giving us Q.E.D.
5. The general abelian Lie group case. Let G be an abelian analytic (i.e., connected Lie) group. Then G is the direct product R" X (Sl)m, where S1 is the circle, i.e., the multiplicative group of complex numbers with modulus 1 with the topology inherited from R (Exercise XIII 2: (i) => (ii) of [7] followed by Corollary 4.2 of [7] ). If D is a discrete subgroup of G such that D \G has finite right-invariant volume, then D \ G is compact, being a topological group and equal to G/D. D is a finitely generated abelian group (by the corollary to Proposition 3.7 of [8] ) and is thus isomorphic to some Z " X (a,,... ,am) , where each a, is a primitive root of unity. By applying the following lemma twice, we get a bijection between LIM's on l°°(D) and LIM'sonUCB(G). Proof. me is easily seen to be a mean on N X C. If (k, S) g N X C, we have 6. Remarks. We are unable to generalize the proof of Theorem 4.1 to the general Lie group case or even to the solvable case. It is conceivable that the proof could be extended to at least the simply connected solvable case, using the fact that such a group is (isomorphic to) semidirect products of R. The difficulty lies in showing the means constructed are invariant at each stage.
More generally, if G is analytic and has a faithful, finite-dimensional, continuous representation, we know G is isomorphic to a semidirect product A' X H, where N is simply connected and solvable and H is reductive. If G is also solvable so is 77, and by Theorem XVIII 4.4 of [7] , H/Z(H) is semisimple, where Z(77) is the center of 77, but H/Z(H) being solvable also implies it is trivial, so Z(77) = 77. Also, by the same theorem, 77 is compact, and being abelian implies 77 s (S1)"1. It would seem that if one could prove that m -> me is bijective for G simply connected and solvable, a generalization of Theorem 5.1 would produce a bijection between LIM's on /°°(Z)) and on UCB,(G). The following example illustrates the problem. If G is any analytic group, G = (Rad G X95)/A, where A is discrete and central, Rad G = radical of G, and 5 is a maximal semisimple analytic subgroup of G. If G is amenable, so is S and, being semisimple, is thus compact. If follows that A must be finite. If Rad G = N XT)(51)"1, it seems reasonable that an appropriate generalization of Lemma 5.1 applied twice would yield bijections between LIM's on UCB,(VV), UCB,(Rad G), and UCB,(G). Thus
Conjecture.
If G is an analytic group having a faithful, finite-dimensional, continuous representation, and D is a discrete subgroup of G such that D\G has right-invariant finite volume, there is a bijection between LIM's on lx(D) and LIM's on UCB,(G).
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